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 Oldest galaxies in universe 

 most of their stars formed early in universe; 

 the galaxy may have grown or changed since early 
universe 

 Appear simple but are complex 



A typical elliptical galaxy



 Little or no star formation 

 Little or no dust or cold gas 

 Little or no substructure within galaxy 

 Isophote shapes nearly ellip/cal 

Characteristics of elliptical galaxies



Real story is much more complex ….







Brightness profile

I(R)  → surface brightness
R

e
 → effective radius defined such that half of the luminosity is emitted from within R

e

de Vaucouleurs Profile



galaxy VCC753 in the Virgo cluster



NGC 3923
Arclike structures → signatures of merger or tidal stripping







Properties characterizing E’s
 

 Little or no star formation 

 Litte or no dust or cold gas

 Little or no substructure within galaxy 

 Isophote shapes nearly elliptical 

If you use just these properties, you include both “real ellipticals” as well as 
dwarf galaxies that are not true ellipticals



Properties characterizing E’s
 

 Little or no star formation 

 Litte or no dust or cold gas

 Little or no substructure within galaxy 

 Isophote shapes nearly elliptical 

• Radial light distribution: n 4≅



Vrot → rotational velocity
sigma_v → velocity dispersion

The Faber–Jackson relation and the fundamental plane

Stars move faster in more luminous galaxies

At the centers of bright ellipticals, the dispersion can reach 500 km s −1 , while σ 
 50 km s∼  −1 in the least luminous objects

Velocity measurement using 21 cm line

Line widths give estimates of velocity dispersion







Spectrum of a typical elliptical galaxy





H

Hot gas
M 87



Spectra of main-sequence stars





2 differences: 

1.galaxy spectrum is redshifted wrt MW star (expansion of universe) 

2.lines broader in galaxy due to velocity smearing
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